The Greatest TV SHow Ever!!!
It’s easy to see why my favourite show
is called Most Haunted. In all of the expected editions of my favourite places, there’s
a ghost story involved. I’ve always loved
ghosts (and I recently joined an APA, The
Everlasting Club, dedicated to the love of
ghost stories). So, when Gen and I started
regularly watching The Travel Channel on
Fridays, Most Haunted stuck out.
Most Haunted is a British show where
a team of investigators go to haunted places
around the UK and film stuff. It’s not at all
scientific, and it may be a complete hoax,
but they get some nice results. The team is
led by the hostess, the adorable-when-she’sscared Yvonne, and a psychic named Derrek
with a ‘spirit guide’ name of Sam. There’s a
sure way to lose all credibility in the arena of
parapsychology by including a medium, but
he’s at least entertaining.
The things they show are great, and
always inconclusive. They visited a working
brewery where folks have seen all sorts of
strange things, and they encountered things
falling or being thrown at them. A barrel,
full and weighing a bunch of kilos, started
rolling on its own. Strange, but hardly
enough proof to convince the Amazing Randi.
They’ve done investigation of some of my
favourite places in the
UK. Chillingham Castle,
featured in a 2000 series
where a family had to

spend the night, is great with one of the best
known ghosts in the world wandering its
halls, the famous Blue Boy.
The list of places they’ve investigated
makes me think that maybe getting a PALenabled TV and DVD player might be worth
it just so I could watch the past seasons.
Derby Gaol, which has had several TV series
shoot there, and Caeser’s Nightclub are both
places that I’ve said I’d visit if I ever make
it out there. Though I’ve only seen a few
episodes, every one featured something cool
enough to warrant my watching again the
next week.
I’m so excited to say that they’re coming to America! They are planning on doing
episodes from my three favourite. They’ve
already taped episodes at the Whaley House
in San Diego (a truly sinister place, to hear
tour guides talk of it) as well as the Queen
Mary, and they’re coming to do the CalNeva
(haunted by Marilyn Monroe, or so the saying goes) and then to Alcatraz (creepy again
in some parts) and then to the Brookdale
Lodge, not but 20 minutes away from my
house. What I wouldn’t give to be able to
chat with these folks.
The Brookdale Lodge one should be
interesting as I’ve spoken with many people who have seen the little girl that runs
around the lobby, bumping into people and
then disappearing. I’ve never seen her, but I
did have a drink mysteriously knocked over
once when I was drinking there. It’s a great
place, with a stream that runs through the
middle, and the late night crowd includes
Jazz fans (after shows in the lounge) and
Ghost Aficionados. What a great combination!
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There’s a New Form of Genius
I can’t say that I’m
shocked. When I was going
through my daily email, I found
a note from a friend who had
found the site. I’m used to
getting emailed links to porn
and other distasteful things,
but not stuff like this. This
was the link to a page called
FedExFurniture.com. That’s
right, FedExFurniture.com.
That’s all you need to know, and
I thinking that there was no way
that I’d find it’s equal ever.
And then I read the
story and I was even more
bothered.
It seems that some
poor schmuck was broke
after getting an apartment
and didn’t have money for
furniture. That being the
case, he did have access to
a FedEx account and asked
for a bunch of boxes and
envelopes to be sent to him. He
then used them to make furiture. He made himself a couch
and a bed, but then he had
to move again and was paying rent on TWO places, and
without furniture, he reupped
his orders and built and entire houseful of furniture. He
made a desk, and then a bed.
The bed’s design is brilliant
as it uses FedEx boxes for the
framing and then padded envelopes for the mattress. He also

There are a few really hot docs right
now. The Aristocrats, which I haven’t seen,
is one that has some audiences howling
and others reaching for a barf bag. There’s

made a very complicated Desk
system and then a large couch.
He’s not the first guy to
ever take free objects and make
furniture out of them. There are
a great many people who have
stolen milk crates and turned
them into beds and couches
and bookshelves, and discarded cardboard boxes have
furnished entire dorm rooms,
but this is the first time I can
think of that an off-the-shelf
free commodity has been used
this way.
And FedEx is not
happy. They’ve sent many
cease-and-desist orders to
the chap and he’s got some
powerful folks on his side
(like Stanford Law). The fact
is, I actually saw the URL
and thought that it might
be a site for FedEx getting
into the Furniture shipping
business. FedEx has a case
for confusion, at least over the
website, but they claim trademark infringement and misuse
of materials, which I’d say are
a stretch. The case against
Taubman’s in Dallas pretty
much said that using a place’s
name in your URL is legal and
protected speech, but there is
legitimate confusion possible,
so we’ll have to see how long it
sticks around.

March of the Penguins, which is doing huge
business, but the one that moved me most
was Murderball, the story of Quad Rugby.
Murderball is now officially called

Quad Rugby, but it started in Canada as
Murderball. It’s played by Quadraplegics
(that’s a break high up in the neck with impairments in all four limbs) and it’s a violent
sport played in wheelchairs on a basketball
court. The rules are pretty simple: you gotta
get over a line with the ball. They also give
every player a number based on how impaired they are. You can only have 8 points
on the court at any given time. That’s the
basics of the game, but the documentary is
more than just looking at the game.
The story is split between two things.
The first is former Team USA player Joe
Soares. Joe was one of the longest serving
players on Team USA and his team he regularly played with had a 90+ game winning
streak. He was left off of Team USA when
he got too old and he ended up going to
coach Team Canada.
Joe’s tough guy
who had polio as a
kid, so he’s in a chair.
He’s hard on his kid
and himself, but he
had set his goal on
beating Team USA.
As the film goes on, he
manages to get revenge for his ouster, but he also has a heart
attack. He’s an amazing and flawed character, but he’s so interesting. The relationship
between Joe and his son is amazing as it’s
just about the closest thing you’ll ever see to
a real-life Hank & Bobby Hill relationship, I

tell you what.
The other story is
that of Jeff Zupan. He’s
a badass. There’s no
other way to but it. He
fell asleep in the back
of his friend’s truck and
when his friend got in
an accident, he was
thrown and ended up in
a chair. He’s a bad, bad
man and one of the most feared Murderball
players there is. We experience the on-court
action mostly through Zupan. His intensity
is amazing. The animosity between Zupan
and Soares is great.
My favourite side-light character is
Zupan’s girlfriend. She’s a very hot chick,
but the ultimate thing is she works at a
morgue. Take hot girl, add working at a
morgue and you get UltraHOT!
The doc also shows that these guys
are all real athletes not only on the court,
where that’s undeniable, but off the court.
They talk (filthily, I might add) about how
they use their chairs to get woman and
there’s even a segment about the physics of
sex for quadriplegics. It’s so natural to see
these guys interacting with each other as
athletes, doing all the things we associate
with sports films.
I’d say Murderball is the best doc I’ve
seen this year, right above My Date with
Drew and Accordion Tribe. Powerful stuff
that’s a little inspirational.
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This round, we start off with the delightful Peter Sullivan!!!
Your points about Smartcard are wellmade. Over here, we are in the middle of the
debate on identity cards, with the legislation
currently working its way through Parliament. My first, almost visceral, reaction
can basically be summed up as “civil liberties.” But as the debate moves on, the
more practical problems seem to be coming
through as well. The various forms of biometrics being considered all seem to have
success rates of 95% at best. Depending on
context, I’m not sure whether the false negatives or the false positives are worse.
The US has steered clear of National ID
Cards for years, though we’re talking
about it now. I doubt it will pass anytime soon. Once we have portable DNA
identification technology (and if the
folks who came by the museum last week
are right, they’ll have it available in 2
to 3 years), we’ll see ID cards that are
much more usuable.
I’m impressed that you managed to
last so long without a checking account.
Never mind store policy, it’s now illegal in
this country to accept cash for more than
£9,999 for any transaction. Money laundering regulations and all that.
I had no idea. That’s bleak. I guess we
don’t have that problem in the State because everyone goes outside the US to get
their laundering done.
Kelly Green’s Worldcon report was
great – a different perceptive from the other
con reports I’ve seen so far, which have
mainly focused on the programming. I
guess that a Worldcon, a bit like life, can be
whatever you want to make of it. However,
I do feel obliged to point out that putting
into print her comment about her teenage

daughter that “Later I heard stories of how
cute she looked sleeping with her mouth
open” could be considered grounds for justifiable homicide in some more liberal jurisdictions.
Wow, I didn’t notice that one. That’s
a good point. I think one of the places
where that would be JH is Texas, but
then again, everything is justifiable in
Texas.
I liked Frank Wu’s list of corrections
for future issues. What’s even more worrying is that I bet you’ve filed them away, and
will actually arrange if possible to make the
mistakes he’s corrected in the relevant
issues. Assuming you remember by then.
Actually, based on your current schedule,
even issue 244 should be with us by Friday 31st July 2009. And I thought everybody knew that Krakatoa was actually west
of Java. But then “everybody knows” that
James T. Kirk’s middle name is Tiberius, so
it just goes to show.
Wow, that long before I’m at 244. I’ll
have to speed up some to make it sooner
(Don’t Worry, Bill, I’m just joking!)
This short edition of The Drink Tank (because I’m working on finishing off the
SteamPunk Edition) was written by me
with an appearance by Peter Sullivan. Next
week’s issue will be longer, I swear.
The SteamPunk Issue will feature me
and M Lloyd and a lot of good stuff. I’ve got
a good mailing list (pretty much everyone
who’s ever received a Claims Department
and a few others) but there’s room for more.
It’s B+W and will be only 10 pages or so, but
it’ll be available from me at NASFiC and I’ll
be mailing the rest. Drop me a line if you
want one. And remember, I’ll be at NASFiC,
but I’d love it if I could get another reviewer.

